DFOA ‐ 2013 ‐ Day 04 ‐ Preseason Crew Challenge
Q# Question
1 A chop block is a legal block within the 6 x 8 yard free‐blocking zone.

Rule
2‐3‐8
9‐3‐6

Answer
False

2

The neutral zone is established after the snapper has made final
adjustments of the ball.

2‐28‐1

False

3

An attempt by B to interfere with A's signals prior to the snap is a live‐ 9‐5‐1(d)
ball foul.
Penalty

4

3‐3‐4(b)(5) {b}
3rd and goal at the B5 yard line. With the score B‐21 and A‐20 and
the clock is stopped due to an incomplete pass with three seconds
remaining in the game. Quarterback A12 throws a legal forward pass
into the end zone toward eligible receiver A88. The pass is
intercepted by cornerback B28 who runs to his 25 yard line where he
is tackled. Following the interception and during the run by B28,
there is clipping in the end zone by linebacker B73. Time expires
during the run.

Comment

False
1) A period shall not be extended by an untimed down if
during the last timed down of the period, there was a foul
by either team and the penalty is accepted for fouls for
which enforcement, by rule, result in a safety.
The requirement was met. Note if this occurs at the end
of period one or three, the period is not extended and the
teams will change ends of the field and Team B will kick
from the B20 yard line.

a) Decline the penalty against B73 for clipping, the game is over and
final score is A20 and B‐21.
b) Accept the penalty against B73 for clipping, safety for Team A;
however, the period is not extended. Final score is A‐22 and B‐21.

c) Accept the penalty against B73 for clipping, safety for Team A;
extend the period with an untimed down and Team B will kick from
the B20 yard line. Before the untimed down the score is A‐22 and B‐
21.
5

4th and 15 at the A30 yard line. Punter K10 is in scrimmage kick
9‐4‐5(a)
formation. K10 realizes he is about to be tackled and scrambles to his
right and successfully gets off the punt downfield. Just as the punt is
in flight and untouched by any Team R player, lineman R63 tackles K10
to the ground. R30 catches the ball at the B20 yard line and returns
for five yards to the B25 yard line and is tackled.

a) Legal play, 1st and 10 for B at the B25 yard line.
b) Accept the penalty against R63 for running into the kicker (5 yards),
4th and 10 for A at the A35 yard line.
c) Accept the penalty against R63 for running into the kicker (5 yards
and automatic first down), 1st and 10 for A at the A35 yard line.

d) Accept the personal foul penalty against R63 for roughing the kicker
(15 yards), 1st and 10 for A at the A45 yard line.
e) Accept the personal foul penalty against R63 for roughing the kicker
(15 yards and automatic first down), 1st and 10 for A at the A45 yard
line.

{a}

1) Running into or roughing the kicker or holder. A
defensive player shall neither run into the kicker nor
holder, which is contact that displaces the kicker or holder
without roughing; not block, tackle or charge into the
kicker of a scrimmage kick, or the place‐kick holder, other
than when contact is unavoidable because it is not
reasonably certain that a kick will be made.
The requirement was met. Note only roughing; never
running into, the kicker carries an automatic first down.
Second note, the defensive team does not have a license
to crush a kicker under any circumstance; discretion of the
referee is allowed to determine if any roughing could have
been avoided.

